
Streamline your IT Interviews



Streamlined recruitment 

interviews mean:

Better candidates retention

Less time invested in interviews by tech recruiters

Reduced risk of hiring wrong candidates

Fair conditions for each candidate



92%
of candidates prefer to 
use full IDE than code 

editors during 
technical interviews

3hrs+
long take-home 

assignments seem 
unfair to most 

candidates

Skilled IT specialists 

are frustrated with 
interviews based on 

Leet

Code

67%
of people do not feel 

comfortable with 
sharing their personal 
screen during online 

meetings

Source: 4Programmers, HackerNews, Snyk.io



We asked over 30 technical 
managers what are their main

challenges in recruitment.

Here are the results:

Recruitments processes are 
too long and take too much 
time of tech recruiters

Because of the long hiring 
process, best candidates resign 
or get other offers 

Candidates don't want to do 
take-home assignments

Hiring mistakes are expensive



A platform for tech recruiters to conduct

and manage online interviews:

Solution

Reduces time effort (ready scenarios and simple 
interview management)

Faster and more accurate candidates screening 
(remote workspaces)

Easy-of-use - available from a web browser

Testing candidates with actual project tools 
and tasks ensures better hiring



Pair-programming
in a full development 

environment

1

Great for testing
developers, DevOps 

engineers, IT Analysts, 
QA specialists and more

2

Ready to go
with a set of real-work 

assignments

3

Collaboration
and communication 

features built-in

4

Management system
for tech recruitment

5



Bank Use Case
After 6 months of a pilot implementation

The recruitment process time-to-hire reduced by over 30%

Elimination of costs associated with wrong hires by $40k+/team*

The skills of new employees hired with Teamsharq are rated 39% 
better by Tech Leads than those hired without Teamsharq.**

The average recruitment process rating from candidates: 97%

* compared to the average of the last 3 years
** for the same roles



Did you know…?

The average time required from tech
recruiters to hire one candidate is 40-50
hours.

Recruitment mistakes are expensive. The
total cost of hiring senior developers is
up to three times their salary.

Source: HireVue, Crunchbase



Teamsharq improves the quality of recruitment processes

and simplifies them for recruiters. They don't have to spend so

much time on preparation and have everything in one

place. Moreover, it reduces stress for candidates related to

screen sharing or working on a web-based editor instead of the

full environment they are familiar with.



How it works?

1

Create new interview
Invite candidates and 

team members

2
Choose a Workspace

With all the tools you 
need



How it works?
3

4

Email Invitations

For your candidates and 
supporting recruiters

Test Candidates

With actual project tasks 

and tools they are 
familiar with



Future features

Adding more ready-to-go assignments

Asynchronous recruitment based on
event capturing

Analytics on how candidates perform
against each other



We are using Teamsharq to boost our IT
recruitment processes and I must admit that
I am positively surprised. We can test
candidates in fully featured environments with
the software we use on a daily basis. I see great
potential for such tools in the future!

Jakub Gajda, Chief IT Developer, Nordea Bank

"I've been working on the Teamsharq platform
and I must say that it takes remote tech
recruitment to the next level. The clear
interface, ease of use, and features not found
anywhere else are just a few of its many
advantages.”

Piotr Chudzik, Big Data DevOps, IT Trainer, Commerzbank AG

We hired a programmer and everything was
great at the interviews... but when it came to
work on a real project, in a real environment, it
turns out that he never worked like that... It
seems that you have solved this problem.

Krzysztof Kosman, CTO at 1000ideas 

The first recruitment platform for not only
Juniors but Regular & Senior Developers.

Marcin Kwiatkowski, Technical Lead at Just Join IT

Testimonials



www.teamsharq.com

Magdalena Wieclaw

magda@teamsharq.com

Set u
p a fr

ee 

trial n
ow!

Join us from 59 USD/month!

http://www.teamsharq.com
https://app.teamsharq.com/signup

